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THE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM
FOR EMPIRICAL PROCESSES UNDER LOCAL CONDITIONS:

THE CASE OF RADON INFINITELY DIVISIBLE LIMITS
WITHOUT GAUSSIAN COMPONENT

NIELS T. ANDERSEN, EVARIST GINE AND JOEL ZINN

ABSTRACT. Weak convergence results are obtained for empirical processes

indexed by classes &" of functions in the case of infinitely divisible purely

Poisson (in particular, stable) Radon limits, under conditions on the local

modulus of the processes {f(X): f 6 &"} ("bracketing" conditions). They

extend (and slightly improve upon) a central limit theorem of Marcus and

Pisier (1984) for Lipschitzian processes. The law of the iterated logarithm

is also considered. The examples include Marcinkiewicz type laws of large

numbers for weighted empirical processes and for the dual-bounded-Lipschitz

distance between a probability in R and its associated empirical measures.

1. Introduction. Although there has been considerable activity regarding the

CLT with Gaussian limits and n1/2 normings for empirical processes indexed by

classes of functions 3~, the case of other stable limits and normings has not been

considered, at least for large classes of functions &~. The object of this paper is

to show that methods similar to those in Andersen et al. (1988) are appropriate to

derive the CLT with n1//p (or slightly more general) normings and p-stable Radon

limits (or even, in the non-i.i.d. case, infinitely divisible Radon limits), under tail

probability conditions for the local modulus of 6x on (& ,p), for appropriate dis-

tances p, that is, under bracketing. It is not surprising that such results can be

obtained if one sees the bracketing CLT as an extension and improvement of the

CLT for Lipschitz continuous processes (i.e., the Jain-Marcus CLT). Our previous

results on bracketing may thus be viewed as the analogues of the Jain-Marcus (1974)

CLT and the Ledoux (1981) LIL for processes with Lipschitz sample paths. Mar-

cus and Pisier (1984) obtained CLT's with n1fp norming and stable limits for such

processes, and Ledoux (private communication) obtained recently another LIL; the

results in this paper extend and slightly improve them. Actually, our framework

for the CLT is more general and includes the non-i.i.d. case with convergence to

other (necessarily infinitely divisible) Radon limits, as well as other normings in

the stable case.
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In §2 we give the asymptotic equicontinuity condition required to prove conver-

gence of empirical processes to limits that are infinitely divisible measures without

Gaussian component and that are Radon in l°°(&~). As it was to be expected, one

needs the following two conditions for the CLT to hold: eventual tightness of the

sums of the row laws outside neighborhoods of zero and convergence in probability

to zero of the sums of the truncated variables, uniformly in n, as the truncation

levels tend to zero (recall, in connection with this, Theorem 2.10 in Mandrekar and

Zinn (1980)). Here, HofTmann-j0rgensen's (1984) theory of weak convergence of

sums of random elements taking values in nonseparable space is quite useful.

§3 contains a generalization of an inequality for sums of positive random variables

that allowed replacing entropy by majorizing measure conditions in Andersen et al.

(1988), and is used here for the same purpose.

In §4 we prove the main theorem, which is a CLT for the randomized empirical

processes (5Z"=1 £njf(Xnj)/bn: / E^} where Xnj, j = l,...,n, are independent

(S, J^)-valued random variables and &~ is a class of measurable functions on S.

The method of proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 in Andersen et al. (1988). Of

course the majorizing measure and the local modulus conditions are quite different

in the present situation.

In §5 we specialize the result from §4 to i.i.d. Xi and p-stable limits, p E [1,2),

with randomization replaced by centering at expectations for p > 1. The norming

constants B(n) are a subset of all the possible ones in R. Our methods do not

seem to allow for all the normings B(n) = n1'pL(n), L slowly varying, and the

subset we can handle is related to the regularly varying functions used in Marcus

(1987) for the study of infinitely divisible sample continuous processes whose Levy

measures split. For reasons of expediency, in the case p = 1 only the norming n and

the randomized sums J27=i £if(Xi) are considered. We also obtain results about

stochastic boundedness and convergence to zero (in pr* and a.s.) of the normalized

sums (n/B(n))(Pn — P)(f). In addition this section contains two instances of

application of the general results, one to a slight extension and improvement of the

CLT of Marcus and Pisier (1984) for Lipschitzian processes, and one to the CLT in

Co showing that these results are sharp.

In §6 we apply a recent result of Ledoux and Talagrand that essentially reduces

the law of the iterated logarithm in separable Banach spaces to a law of large

numbers, to obtain a LIL under bracketing that complements the one obtained in

Andersen et al. (1988) and Ledoux and Talagrand (1986). So, the unifying theme

in this article is the use of majorizing measures combined with local conditions to

prove convergence in probability to zero of randomized and suitably normalized

empirical processes.

Finally, §7 contains Marcinkiewicz type laws of large numbers for weighted em-

pirical processes and for the dual bounded Lipschitz norm between probability

measures and their associated empiricals in the real line. Although our general

theorems apply in these cases, they do not give the best results, which we obtain

by other methods.

Notation and definitions are as in Andersen et al. (1988). When we refer to

triangular arrays Xnj of S-valued independent random variables and to independent

Rademacher arrays {enj}, we mean that these variables are defined on a product

probability space, the Xnj's being coordinate functions and the {enj} being defined
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in another factor of the product, that is,

(n,s,Pr) = (nn)J5,nn>J^,nnipni) x ([o,i],^,a),

the Xnj are the coordinate functions UnjS —► S and the {£nj} are independent

Bernoulli symmetric random variables defined on [0,1].

In a few instances we use the symbols >, S, — to denote inequalities that hold

up to constant multipliers c E (10~6,106).

We recall the following two exponential inequalities, to be used in what follows:

(a) Bernstein's inequality (e.g., Bennett (1962)): if £, are independent centered real

random variables with ess sup | ̂  | < c < oo, i < n, then

(1.1) i> jl>>t} <exPj-*2/ Uf^Eg + x)}'        t>0-

(b) Upper bound for binomial probabilities (Gine and Zinn (1984)): if Aj are

independent events with pj = PAj, then

(1.2) plf2lA3>l\< r^=lPM   ,        l<!<n,neN.

2. The CLT with non-Gaussian limits in /°°(J^). In this section we show

how the CLT in the non-Gaussian case reduces to conditions on the individual

summands together with probability inequalities. Stochastic boundedness is also

considered.

Let SF be an index set and let l°°(&~) be the Banach space of bounded real

functions on S? with the sup norm || • ||y. A random element X in l°°(S?~) is a

mapping X: (fi,E,Pr) -> l00^) such that limM->ooPr*{||X||^r > M} = 0. The

following definition is taken from Hoffmann-J0rgensen (1984).

2.1. DEFINITION. (1) {Xn}^! is an eventually tight sequence if for every

e > 0 there is a compact set K El°° (OF) such that

limsupPr*{X„ e Gc) < £
n—>oo

for all open sets G D K. Since /°°(J?") is a Banach space K and G may be taken

to be convex and symmetric in this definition.

(2) {Xn}"-! converges in law to a Radon limit if there exists a Radon probability

measure q on l°°(&~) such that for all H:l°°(&~) —> R bounded and continuous,

lim E*H(Xn)= I' Hd*i.
n—oo J

(3) {Xnj^Lj is stochastically bounded ii

lim   limsupPr*{||Xn||jr > M} = 0.
Af-x»        „

Given a random element X in l°°(&~) define a set function S?*(X) on the subsets
oilao(3r)by

(2.1) 5?*(X)(A) = Pr*{XEA},        AEl°°(3r),

and for any B C Vx'(3r),

(2.2) y*(X)|B(A) = Pr*{X6AnB}, Acl°°(F).
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2.1'. DEFINITION. Given {Xnj: j < n, n E N}, we say that the sequence of

set functions {^-S?*(Xnj)|[||i||y>6]}^Li is eventually tight if both

sup^Pr*{||X„J||.^>r5}<oo,
n

3

and for every £ > 0 there exists K compact (convex, symmetric) such that for all

open (convex, symmetric) sets G D K,

limsup^Pr*{Xnj E Gc, ||Xn:,||jr > 6} < £.
n—>oo

3

The following statement is Mandrekar and Zinn's (1980, Theorem 2.10) restated

in the nonseparable, nonmeasurable case. The proof is somewhat different.

2.2.   PROPOSITION.   Let {Xnj: j — 1,... ,n; n € N} be a triangular array of

l°°(F~)-valued random elements. Assume:

(i) The sequence of set functions

(2-3) \ ^2-^*(Xrij)\[\\x\\.7>6]  }

U = 1 Jn=l

is eventually tight for every 6 > 0, and

(ii) for all £ > 0,

(2.4) limlimsupPr'i   £xni/r||X   „,,<«,      > e 1 = 0.

Then the sequence of random elements {Y^=y^-nj}^Ly is eventually tight.

PROOF. We first show that for all 6 > 0 {£?=i xnj-f[||x„y||7->fi]}n'Li is an

eventually tight sequence. For this we follow the proof of Lemma 2.4 in de Acosta,

Araujo and Gine (1978). We let X* = Xnj/[||x„>||?->6]- For G convex, symmetric,

open, qo denotes its Minkowski functional. Let K be a compact, convex symmetric

set such that
n

(2.5) limsup£Pr'{9<5(Xk) > 1} < e/2

3 = 1

for all G D K open, convex, symmetric. Let m be such that

n

(2.6) ^Pr*{\\Xnj\[.7>6}<£m/2.

3 = 1

m and K exist by hypothesis. Define K = mK and G = mG; then, as G runs over

all convex symmetric open neighborhoods of K, G runs over all such neighborhoods

of K. Since

1G (EX".) * XXO * (X>[||xni||.^]    fgqG(XSnj),
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we have

Pr* hG I £x£,. J > 1 1 < m~lE* E'llix*||,>«]

+ Pr* | qo I J2K     > 1'E7[l|X„,lk>6] < m \

< m-1 £Pr*{||Xnj||.sr > 6} + Pr* |maxgG(X^) > 1/m J

n n

< m"1 £Pr*{||Xn,||.^ > 6} + ^Pr'focfX^.) > 1}.
j=i j=i

Hence by (2.5) and (2.6), limsupn^00Pr*{9G(E"=i xij) > 1} < e. This proves

that {£"=1 X^}£°=1 is eventually tight.

Now we apply this fact together with hypothesis (2.4) to prove the proposition.

We use Example 7.28 in Hoffmann-j0rgensen (1984) (see also Andersen and Dobric

(1987, Theorem 2.12)). Set Xnj/[||x„ \\7<6] = xnj<5- Given a pseudo-metric p on

y, let wp(x,£) = supp(ygj<£. \x(f) — x(g)\, x E l00^), £ > 0, be its oscillation

function. We have, for 6 > 0, e > 0,

Pr*{wp X]x^'e >£i

<Pr*j   J2xnjS      >e/4l+Pr*Lj^X^,e    > e/2 I .

Given e > 0, choose ci > 0 such that

lim sup Pr* <   y^ Xn]S       > e/4 > < e/2,

I  '=> , J
which is possible by (2.4). Also, by Example 7.28 in Hoffmann-j0rgensen (1984) and

eventual tightness of (E"=1 X.^j}%Ly there exists a totally bounded pseudo-metric

p on S? such that

lim sup Pr* \ wp    ^X^,e    > e/2 1 < e/2.

For such p we thus have

(2.7) limsup Pr* I wp j ^Xnj,e    > e > < e.
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A standard argument using the same facts about X„js  and X*    shows that

{Sy=i xnj}^=i is stochastically bounded; that is,

lim  lim sup Pr* {   Y* Xni       > M \ = 0.

A^OO     _ \J?y \ \

But this and (2.7) imply eventual tightness of this sequence, again by Example 7.28

in Hoffmann-j0rgensen, loc. cit.    □

We say that the finite dimensional distributions (f.d.d.) of [Xnj^Ly converge,

if for each k E R and fy,...,fk E F~, the sequence (Xn(/i),...,Xn(fk)) E Rk

converges in law. The previous proposition together with Theorem 7.11 (3°) of

Hoffmann-Jorgensen (1984) (applied with

ii> = J exp li J2 <*kfk ) : ak E R, fk E & \ C C(l°°(^)),
I \   finite / J

where J2akfk(x) := X>/tz(/fc) for x E l°°(&~)) gives

2.3. COROLLARY. // conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.2 hold, and if

moreover the f.d.d. of {^ =1 X„j}%Ly converge (in law) then this sequence con-

verges in law to a Radon limit in l°°(F').

2.4. REMARK. A proof similar (but easier) to that of Proposition 2.2 shows the

following: Let {Xnj: j = 1,... ,n; n E N} be a triangular array of l°°(ff?~)- valued

random elements. Assume
n

(i) lim   limsupVPr*{||Xnj||^>M} = 0
M->oo   n_oo   T-f

3 = 1

with sup„ J2^=y Pr*{|lxnj II.?" > M} < oo for all M > 6o, for some 6o > 0, and

(ii) lim   lim sup Pr* \   ^X^-J^x   y   <6]       >M     =0

for some 6 > 6o- Then the sequence {$3?=1 xnj}£Li is stochastically bounded.

For applications to empirical processes, the index set f? is a subset oiJ&o(S,S")

with envelope F(s) := supy€5r |/(s)| finite for all s E S, and Xnj = 6xn]/bn or

Xnj = £nj6xnj/bn, where {Xnj} is a triangular array of (S,J^-valued random

variables, the 6n's are positive real constants, and {£nj} is a Rademacher array

independent of {Xnj} (see the last paragraph of §1 for the precise set-up). More-

over the Xnj's are row-wise independent (i.e., for each n, the random variables

Xny,... ,Xnn are independent; in fact, they are coordinates of a large product

probability space). Actually our main interest is in the case Xnj = 6xjbn with X3

i.i.d. and bn | oo, that is, the p-stable limit case, in fact only for p E [1,2): the case

p = 2 is considered in Andersen et al. (1988) and the case p < 1 is trivial in the

sense that condition (ii) of Proposition 2.2 becomes superfluous (as bn/n —► oo) and

condition (i) is also necessary for the CLT, at least in the measurable case. Another

reason for not considering the case p < 1 is that it has no relevance regarding the

law of large numbers.
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In the p-stable case with p ^ 1 we are interested in the convergence in law of

{H"=y(f(Xj) - Pf)/bn: f E ^)n=y The following is a convenient complement

to Proposition 2.2 in this case.

2.5. PROPOSITION. Let{Xi}°fLy be i.i.d. (S,S*)-valued random variables with

law P and let {eij^j be a Rademacher sequence independent of {Xi}?fLy. Let

fF C £?y(S,5^,P) have everywhere finite envelope F. Assume there exist bn | oo

such that:

(i) the f.d.d. of the sequence of random elements ofl°°(F)

(2.8) \f2(f(X3)-Pf)/bn'.feF\
U-1 J n=l

converge in law to p-stable probability measures in Euclidean space, for a fixed

pe(l,2).
(ii) The sequence of set functions ofl°°(^F),

(2-9) {ruS'*(6xJbn)\mw>s]}^L1

is eventually tight for all 6 > 0.

(iii) For all e > 0,

(2.10) limlimsupPr* \   r£3//[F<Mj(I,)/^      > e 1 = 0.

I    ̂  = 1 sr )

Then the sequence (2.8) converges in law to a p-stable Radon probability measure

in l00^).

2.6. NOTATION. If the conclusion of Proposition 2.5 holds for F,P, and

{6„},we write F E CLT(P; bn).

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.5 (SKETCH). Convergence of the f.d.d. of

[Y!j=y(f(Xj) - P)/bn) implies the same for {Y?j=y£jf(Xj)/bn}. Condition (ii)
also holds for £6x, ■ So, Corollary 2.3 gives convergence in law to a Radon measure

of the randomized sequence {^?=1 £jf(Xj)/bn : f E .F}. The limit is p-stable and,

in analogy to the Gaussian case, p-stable Radon measures satisfy ^„(CU(F,p)) — 1

where p(f,g) = AJJ>00(|/ —<j|) ̂  / \f-g\d~j, and (F,p) is totally bounded (see An-
dersen and Dobric (1987) for the first statement and Marcus and Pisier (1985) for

the second). So, the randomized sequence is eventually uniformly p-equicontinuous

(as e.g. in the proof of Theorem 1.1.3 in Gine and Zinn (1986)). This implies, as

e.g. in Gine and Zinn (1984, proof of Corollary 2.13), that

lim limsupnPr* \ sup |/ - g\(Xy)/bn > e > = 0.
*_>0        n [f,g€.9-,p(f,g)<6 J

Then using regular variation of {bn} and the theorem in Feller (1971, p. 281) as in

the proof of the stable CLT in R, it follows that

lim limsup sup Pr \   VV(/ - g)(Xz) - P(f - g))  / bn > e I = 0.
*^°        «        f,g€-9-,p(f,g)<S {   ~rj /
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This allows use of the randomization lemmas in §2 of Gine and Zinn (1984) to

obtain the eventual uniform p-equicontinuity of the nonrandomized sequence (2.8),

hence its eventual tightness and, by (i), its convergence in law to a Radon limit. □

2.7. REMARK. Regarding stochastic boundedness in the i.i.d. case Remark 2.4

gives the following statement: Let {Xi}°^y be i.i.d. (5,^)-valued random variables

with law P and let {ej}^j be a Rademacher sequence independent of {Xi}°fLv Let

F c Fy(S, S?, P) with envelope F everywhere finite. Assume there exists a strictly

increasing sequence {bn} regularly varying of exponent 1/p for some p E (1,2) such

that

(i) supn nP*{F > bn} < oc and

(ii) for some 6 > 0,

lim  lim sup Pr* \   V]e:,//[F<«fcn](XJ)      / bn > M \ = 0.

\ u    -      J      j
Then the sequence {\\Y^j=y(f(Xi) — Pf)/bn\\.?-}%Ly is stochastically bounded.

(In this case desymmetrization again follows from the lemmas in Gine and Zinn

(1984, §2), since condition (i) implies

lim   lim sup sup Pr {  iT(f(Xj) - Pf)/bn  >M}=0
m^co n_oo fer     { £f

by the usual computations with regularly varying functions, as mentioned in the

proof of Proposition 2.5.)

3. An exponential bound for sums of positive, bounded random vari-

ables. One of the basic technical tools in proofs of limit theorems combining brack-

eting and majorizing measures is the inequality in this section. The present inequal-

ity generalizes the one in Andersen et al. (1988).

3.1. THEOREM. Let {&: i < n} be independent, nonnegative real random

variables and let 4>: R+ —► R+ be a strictly increasing function. Assume there

exist hi [0 and r > 1 such that

Q)3S*iP{ti>hi}<lfi,l>r,
ill)hl<ii3(l/Y!l=yhi),l>r.

Then, for d > 1, c > 4d and 6 > 0 satisfying

(iii) rp(b) < hr,

(iv) 4rb%l)(b) < c,

the following inequality holds:

P {supaJ^^lMaXe^dMb)} > c\
(3.1) [a>0      .= 1 J

< 12exp{-cln(3/e)/2(dV2)6i/'(&)}.
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PROOF. We have

P<   sup  ay]ywa)<{,<#(t)]>c
{0<a<b     i=y J

(3.2) < P I   sup   aJ2 ^^(a)<£,<^(6)] > c/2 \
(0<a<b    i=1 J

+ P | E W)<€«<*W)1 > c/2fcty(6) i := (I) + (II).

Since hi j 0 we can find lo > r such that hi0+y < ib(b) < hi0 by (iii). Then,

using (ii) and the fact that tb is increasing, we have b < 1/^2°=1 hi < l/lohi0, i.e.

'o < I/bhi0 < l/bip(b). So, by inequalities (1.2) and (i) we obtain the following

estimate for (II):

n -,c/2dbil>(b)

(II) <   2c-1debib(b)TP{i%>ib(b)}
V i=i

(3-3) < (2c-1 debib(b)(l0 + i)/3)c/2dW6)

since c > 4d.

Now we estimate (I). Let fj = £tJ[£,<r/>(6)] and let f*, 1 < i < n, be the nonin-

creasing order statistics of ft, 1 < t < ra, ?*+1 := 0. Put A = c/4bip(b). Then

^_1(?r) E f*^c/4'    i<^<«,
l<t<A

and so we have

(I)<p|sup^-1(a)E?;%>a]>c/2l
la>0 i=i )

- p \ ,ma^    sup   ^_1(°) E ?i*%>a] >c/2 r
(.!<-    C,-+1<a<C,- i=l J

(—        \<i<i       j

Now, A > r by (iv), so that (ii) and (iii) imply

i

max tb_1(hi)   /     /»» < max t/>_1(/ii) Va, < 1.
A<(<n z—' r<(<n ■*■—'

A<i<( ~~ i=r
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Hence, the above indicator is zero (c > 4d > 4). We apply inequality (1.2) to obtain

(I) <p{ max ?,*//*, >l|

^ E Hej[*>m>4
X<l<n        [j=l

(34) A      v
* E hEn^>M/H < E (e/3)'

A<J<n Y   J = l / A<i<n

< -A-exp{-Cln(3/e)l < llexp{-Clll(3/e)l
S 3 - e 6XP \      4btb(b)   J < P \      4btb(b)   j ■

Now (3.1) follows from the estimates (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4).    □

Examples of sequences {hi} and functions tb are

(1) hi = 1-^p, tb(x) = (px/(p - l))1/^-1), / E N, p E (l,oo), x > 0.

(2) ht = r\ V(a:) = e/xe1/*, I E N, 0 < x < 1.
See 4.1 and 5.1 for additional examples.

4. The central limit theorem, non-i.i.d. case. In the next theorem, the

function tp: R+ —> R+ and the constants hk, k E N, will satisfy the following

properties:

(4.1) tp(x) j oo,    x/tp(x) t oo    as x T oo, and

<p(x) i 0,    x/<p(x) | 0    as a; | 0,

(4.2) / ^(Inx'^dx < oo,
Jo

(4.3) /it I 0    as fc T oo,

and

(4.4) there exist constants K > 0 and L > 1 such that

(i)        h^1 (EM ^E^'    ^L;
\t=l     /       i=y

(ii)        hi<Khi+y,     1>L;

oo £

(rn)    E^-^^E^' '-L;
t=i t=i

(and we can also assume, by changing K if necessary, that

(iv)        lhi<K^Th„    1>l\.
i=i '

4.1. EXAMPLES. (1) Let H(x), x > 0, be regularly varying at infinity with

exponent 1/p, p E (1,2) and such that

tf(x) | 0    and    x/r7(x) | 0    as x j 0,

H(x) f oo    and    x/H(x) | oo    as x T oo,    and     /    dx/H(x) < oo.
./o
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Then hk = 2p'/H(k) and <p(x) = x/H(x) satisfy (4.1)-(4.4) for suitable L and K

because of the well-known limits (Feller (1971)):

r      ix dt l
lim x'1   H(x) I    -—   = p',    where 1/p + 1/p' = 1,

x^°°      L       Jo -"(*)J

and

(2) <p(x) = In x for x > e, <p(x) — x2/e2 for 0 < x < e; hi = l/l, I E N.

These examples include those at the end of §3.

The following is the main result of this paper:

4.2. THEOREM. Let <p(x), x E R+ and hk, k E N, satisfy the properties

(4.1) to (4.4), and let bn, n E N, be positive finite constants. Let F C Fq(S,F')

with envelope F(s) finite for all s E S. Let {Xnj■: j — l,...,n, n E N} be a

triangular array of row-wise independent S-valued random variables and for each

n let {£nj: j = 1,..., n} be a Rademacher sequence independent of the Xnj, j =

1,... ,n. Assume:

(i) The sequence of set functions

yt,&*(U(Xni)lbn-.  fE.F})[[My>6]  1
V=1 ) n=y

is eventually tight in l°°(F).

(ii) There is a pseudo distance p on F and a Borel probability measure p on

(F,p) such that

(iia) lim^_0 supye?-/0 tp(lnl/p{Bp(f,£)})d£ = 0 with supye^ finite for 6 =
oo, and

(iib) there are constants a > 0, no > 0 and Ly > 1 such that for all f E F,

I > Ly, n > no and e > 0,

(4.5) Y^ P*j \ e-1     sup     |/ - g[/bn > ohA < 1/3,
j=1 (        geB,U,e) J

where Pnj = 2C(Xnj).

(iii) For each fc E N and fy,...,fk E F, the triangular array of Rk-valued

random variables {(fy (Xnj),..., fk(Xnj))/bn: j = 1,..., ra, n E N} is infinitesimal

and the sequence

(n )~

\ J2£nj(fi(Xnj),..., fk(Xnj))/bn >

U=1 J n-l

converges in law to an infinitely divisible law with a degenerate Gaussian component.

Then, the sequence of random elements {£I?=i £njf{Xnj)/bn: f EF}f£-y con-

verges in law to a Radon infinitely divisible measure -7 on l°°(F) with a degenerate

Gaussian component.
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PROOF. By Corollary 2.2, convergence in law to a Radon probability measure

of l°°(F) will follow if we show

(4.6) lim lim sup Pr* \   J2£njfI[F<Sbn](Xnj)/bn      > e > = 0

I   ^ = 1 Sr )

for all e > 0. That the limit is infinitely divisible without Gaussian component

follows then by condition (iii): since the limit 7 is Radon, it is supported by a

separable Banach subspace of l°°(F), and then 7 is infinitely divisible with only a

degenerate Gaussian component by condition (iii) above, Theorem 7.9 of Hoffmann-

J0rgensen (1984) and Remark 5 there, with tb = {exp(z'^finite otkfk)' ctk E R,

fk E F) (where £<**/*(>) :=£«**(/*). x E l°°(F)).
We now prove (4.6). As shown in Andersen et al. (1988, Lemma 2.1 and Remark

2.2(3)), by (4.1) and (4.2) there is no loss of generality in assuming that p is discrete,

with support {rrqf: q E N, / E F) C F, #{7^/: / E F) < 00 for all q, satisfying

(4 7) ( P(?r,/'/} - 2~9'        9 e N, / e ^, and

\ lim,0^oo Pqo '■= limgo^oo sup/e?- J2q>qo 2~97«(/) = 0

with supy finite for qo = 1, and

(4-8) lq(f) '■= V fin 2* ) .
\    p{mf}   "P{*qf}J

Letting, for each q E N, Tq := {(rryf,... ,irqf): f E F) it is obvious that 7, is

actually defined on Tq, so that we write 7g(<) = 7<j(/) ii t = (iryf,..., -Kqf). Then,

by Andersen et al. (1988, Lemma 2.4), we have

00

(4.9) lim J2 E exp{-rp-1(s7,(0)} = 0
r—»oo *—^ *-^

q=l teTq

for every s > 0, with the sum finite for every r > 1. Now let tb(x) := l/xtp~1(l/x)

(T 00 as x j 00, j 0 as x { 0 by (4.1)). For n,q,q0,f, define

c„,,(/) = 2-%ntb(l/lqf),

A£(/) =  min SUP Iff - *>/!     ,
l<r<9 [gZBrinrf,3/2-')

where the * denotes the outer measurable envelope with respect to Pnj := JF(Xnj),

and

Tj(f) =min{<7>g0: A£(/) > cn>g+1(/)},        j = l...n.

(Sometimes we write 7,/, cn,qf, A^/, Tjf instead of 7,(/), cn,q(f), Aj(/) and

Tj(f) respectively.) Note that

(4.10) <p(9ln2) <7,(/)=o(2«)    and    lq(f) T 00    as q -» 00,

(4.11) inf V(W) > 0    for all q > 0,
f€-9~

(4.12) Aj(/) I     as 0 T     for all / and j,
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(4.13) |/ - V| < 2AJj/),    IV - *«-i/l < 2Ai(/)-

By summation by parts, as in Andersen et al. (1988), we have for all / E F and

ffo < ffi,

/ = Kqof + (f ~ 7r9o/)/(r/=9ol + (/ _ ^i/)7[r/>9il

9l-l gi

+     E     U ~ 1rlf)I\rf=q] +     E    (nQf-tQ-lfitlrf^q)-
9=90 + 1 9=90 + 1

Therefore,

(4.14)

Pr* {   EenJ'A^<««>nl(^nj)      >6e6n>

I   J = 1 9 )

<Pr^   Y£n](-Kqof)I{FSf>hn](Xnj)      >£bn\

I i=1 9 )

+ Pr* \    ^2£nj(f ~ Trqof)Ilr}f=q0]I[F<6bn](Xnj) > ebn \

y *«» 9-    j

+ Pr* \     ^£nj(f ~ T91/)^[rJ/>9ilJ[F<«6„](^rU) > sbn \

{   >=1 9 J

+ PM        E     E(AU)/[c„„+1/<A>/<c„„/,(^) >*U
^    9 = 90 + 1 j=l J

(9i n

E     E£n-»'(7r«-''-7r9-1^/[Tj/^9l/lJ!'^«6»l(^'nj) >e6n>
9=9o + l j = l g. J

:= (I) + (II) + (III) + (IV) + (V).

Now,

(4.15) lim lim sup (I) = 0    for all qo < oo
6—fO       n

by the CLT in finite dimensions, on account of condition (iii). To handle (II) we note

that for 6 small enough and qo > 1 fixed, we have by (4.11), inf/ cn<qo+yf/bn > 26.

Furthermore, by definition, |A£0/| < 2P. Hence,

{Tjf = qo}n{F<6bn} = 0.

Therefore, for such <5's, (II) = 0, that is,

(4.16) lim limsup (II) =0.
6—>0       n

By (4.1) and (4.10) sup^e5r t/>(l/lg/) —► 0 as q —► oo. Hence ra(supy6^- cn,qf) =

nbn2~qo(l) and we can choose gi(n) such that ra(supy€^-cnigi(n)/) < e&„ (e.g.,

qy(n) ~ Inra). For such qy we obviously have

(4.17) (III) = 0.
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To estimate (IV) we make use of Theorem 3.1. With tqf = (iryf,... ,irqf) and

taking into account that A3qf, iqf and cnqf depend on / only through tqf we have

(IV)^    E    EPr* SUP_   (79+i/)"1E^12'+1A^/
9=9o + iteT, [if'- *«/-*> j=y

X  7[c„,,+ I/<A^/<c„,/](^') > ^90 + 2 }

*    E    EPr*|      SUP      a-E2«+16"1AJ/
9=90 + 1 ter, [0<a<l/lqt       j=1

X  I[iP(a)<2i + 'b-1Aqf<2^(l/-lqf)}(X-n3) > £Pqo + 2 } •

We want to use Theorem 3.1 with $ = 2«+16~1 A^/, 6 = 1/7,*, d = 2, c = £P~01+2

and r = L V Ly (see (4.4) and (iib)). Since in (4.5) we may assume a = 1/6

just by multiplying either p or bn by a suitable constant, then (4.5) implies (i) in

Theorem 3.1. We can choose qo large enough such that c > 8, hr > 4>{l/lqt) and

4r(qqt)~1tb(l/^qt) < c ior q > qo and t E Ta, so that (iii) and (iv) in 3.1 hold too.

Finally, (4.4)(i) is just (ii) in Theorem 3.1. We thus obtain

(IV) <   *£   El2.exp{-e'"'3/t"^"} -.0
^      *-" I 4-PQa + y I    90^009=90 + 1 tETq ( ^90-ri J

uniformly in ra, (*> and 91.

We finally estimate (V) using Bernstein's inequality as in Andersen et al. (loc. cit.):

(V)<2    f    r«p(—~n_.    -fr//W.)'i-*(V)'*-1

Letting raj = 2«&-1A^/[A,t<Cn ^(X^), we have E"=i P{Vj > hi) < */3- Let

ly = ly(q) be defined by the inequality

(4.19) fc|,+i<tf(l/Tf«*)<A|.
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for q > qo (qo is chosen large enough so that ly(q) > Ly V L, for all q > qo). Then,

using the properties in (4.4), we have

n n

E^-W) v,«<c,.,t] = 2-2^E^2/i^(i/^)]
3=1 3=1

"     rV>(i/i,t)

< 2 ■ 2~2qb2n J2 / uPiVj > u} du
j=iJo

n        oo -./,,

<2-29 + l62£    £      / uP{r.o>u)du

j=ll=l1(q)Jh<+i

oo

<2-2«62 Yl v+mi-ti+i)
(4.20) '='1(9)

= 2~2H2n    ly(q)hliq)+   J2   h"
l=h(q)

<2-^blKhh{q)J2hl
1=1

ii{g)

<2-2«+1b2nK2hh{q)+y^hl

< 2-2«+1b2nK2tb(l/lqt)lqt = 2-2*+1b2nK2(lqt)2/tp-1(lqt)

where in the last inequality we have used that

/    fi(«)    \

fp(lh„t) < hh(,) < iH 1/ E>«       <& (4-4)^))

i.e. since ip(x) is nondecreasing, iqt > X)»=i  hi- Using (4.20) we get

where K' is a suitable constant (independent of q,n,qy,qo, etc.). Since Pqo+y —* 0

we obtain by (4.9)

(4.21) lim   (V) = 0    uniformly in ra, q, and 6.
90—»oo

Now (4.15), (4.16), (4.17), (4.18) and (4.21) give

lim  limsuplimsup((I) + • • ■ + (V)) = 0,
90—00    ,5_0       n_oo     -

which by (4.14) is nothing but (4.6).    □

Regarding stochastic boundedness, we have

4.3.    PROPOSITION.   Let tp, {hk} and {bn} be as in Theorem 4.2.   Let F C

JFo(S,<F) have everywhere finite envelope F.   Let {Xnj: j = l,...,ra € N} be a
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triangular array of row-wise independent S-valued random variables and, for each ra,

{£nj '• J' = 1, • • •, ra} a Rademacher sequence independent of the Xnj, j = 1,..., n.

Assume:

(i) limM^oo suPn £"=i Pr*{F(Xnj) > Mbn} = 0.

(ii) For all f E F, I > lo, rx > no and e > 0, and for some a > 0, rao > 1 and

Jo>l,

(4.5) E^l*"1     SUP     1/ - ffl/6" > ^ [< J/3,
] = y [        geB,v,e) J

where p is a pseudodistance on F for which there exists a probability measure p

such that

(4.22) ;^"p(h__L_)i£<00.

Then the sequence {YTj=y£njf(Xnj)/bn: f EF}%Ly is stochastically bounded.

We omit the proof, which is similar to that of Theorem 4.2 (and uses Remark

2.4 instead of Corollary 2.2; the main difference is that here

cn,qf = M1l22-obntb(l/lqf)).

In the next section we apply these two theorems to p-stable convergence for

empirical processes, but they may be useful in other situations as well. Here is an

easy example.

4.4. EXAMPLE. Let Ui be independent uniform on [0,1]. Define Xnj = nUj,

j = 1,.. .,ra, n € N. Let

F = {fu(x) := (u - x)I[x<u]: u E [0,1]}.

Then the sequence {JZ?=1 fu(Xnj) '■ u E[0,1]} converges weakly to a Radon meas-

ure of /°°[0,1]. Actually, the convergence takes place in C[0,1]. (Note that fu(nUj)

= fQ I[nr;.<t]dt and it is clear that, since Y^j=y I\nUj<t\ converges to the Pois-

son process—weakly in D[0,1]—then Yll=y Io hnUj<t) dt must converge in law in

D, hence in C, to the integrated Poisson processes.) We will check that this re-

sult follows easily from Theorem 4.2. Since EYJj=y fu(Xnj) = u2/2, the same

arguments given in §2 show that it is enough to consider the randomized version

X^ = i £3fu(Xn]). To apply Theorem 4.2, let us check first condition (i): for all

r > 0

lim lim sup raA < x: sup \fu(nx) - fv(nx)\ > r,   sup   fu(nx) > 6 >
£~>°       n |u-u|<e,0<u,v<l 0<u<l J

< lim limsupra/[£>Ti = 0    (since |/„ — fv\ < \u — v\),
£-.0        n

and

lim sup raA < x:    sup   fu{nx) > 6> = 1 — 6,
n I        0<u<l J
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hence the sequence in (i) is eventually tight. As for (ii), we have many choices for

tp, p and hk. Take p(u, v) = \u-v[. Then (4.5) is, for e < 1 and / > 6,

sup  nA{e-1|/(u-£)vo(rc:r) - f(u+e)Ai(nx)[ > crhi}
u€[0,l]

< sup  nA{|/(„_£)v0(nx)-/(u+£)Ai(raa;)| >0}
u€[0,l]

< sup (u + e) < 2 < 1/3.
"€[0,1]

Now, take e.g. hi = l~1lv, <p(x) — x1fp   for any p E (1,2) and p = Lebesgue

measure on [0,1].

4.5. EXAMPLE. Theorem 4.2 can be used to obtain weak convergence of the

processes considered in Csorgo et al. (1986, §3). We only indicate how to check

conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.2 for the processes {J27=i £ift(nUi): t > 0}

where f0(x) = 0, ft(x) := p_1 f* I[x<a] ds/s1+1/p, x E (0,oo), and {Ui}^lt are i.i.d.

uniform on (0,1). (Here S = (0,1), F" = 38, Xnj = nUj and Pnj = F(Xnj).)

Just take 6 > 0 such that p < 2(1 - p6), hi = /*_1/p, <p(x) = xe+1'r', and

p(s,t) = |/s* dx/(l + x)1+s[, s,t>0.

5. The CLT with stable limits. We start by applying Theorem 4.2 to the

CLT for i.i.d. random variables Xi and p-stable limits. We note that we cannot

obtain a result for all normings B(n) = ra1/pM(ra) with M slowly varying at infinity,

but only under a submultiplicativity property for B which is essentially the same

that Marcus (1986) used in a different, but related, context. The reason for this

constraint appears explicitly in the proof of Theorem 5.2 that follows (and also in

the proof of Theorem 3.1).

Let now B(x) and H(x), x E [0, oo), be real valued functions satisfying:

(5.1) B(u)H(v) < KB(uv)    for some K > 0, u>0, v > 1;

(5.2) B and H are regularly varying functions with exponent 1/p

for some p E (1,2), continuous, strictly increasing,

B(0) = H(0) = 0 and such that   /   dt/H(t) < oo;

(5.3) °
the function <p(x) := x/H(x), x > 0, p(0) := 0 is strictly

increasing and continuous.

5.1. EXAMPLES. The following subsets of the set of examples in 4.1 satisfy

(5.1)-(5.3). Let Lx := ln(e V x).

(1) B(x) = H(x) = x^^KLx)01, a > 0, 1 < p < 2, and then <p(x) ~ x1/"' (Lx)a

where 1/p + 1/p' = 1.

(2) B(x) = x1/p(£a:)«; Q > 0, 1< p < 2, and H(x) = x1^, tp(x) = x1^'.

Theorem 4.2 gives the following corollary for stable limits:

5.2. THEOREM. Let p E (1,2) and let B,H,tp be functions satisfying (5.1) to
(5.3) for this value of p. Let F C 3^(3,5? ,P) with F(x) < oo for all sE S. Let
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{Xi)iZy be i.i.d. S-valued random variables with law P. Assume:

(i) The finite dimensional distributions of the sequence

(5.4) j £(/(*,)-P/)/B(n):/€^l
U=l ) n=y

converge in law (necessarily to p-stable measures in Euclidean space);

(ii) The sequence of set functions on l°°(F),

(5-5) {nF"(6Xl/B(n))[mw>6]}^=1

is eventually tight for all 6 > 0, and

(iii) There are a pseudodistance p on F and a Borel probability measure p on

(F,p) such that

(iiia) lim6_oSupyg?-/0 <p(lnl/p{Bp(f,£)})d£ = 0 with sup^€^- finite for 6 =
oo, and

(iiib) There exists c < oo such that for all f eF and e > 0

(5.6) sup^pie"1       sup     |/-ff|     > B(t) \ < c
t>0 [ [geBp(f,e) J J

Then, the sequence (5.4) converges in law in l°°(F) to a p-stable Radon measure,

i.e.FECLT(P,B(n)).

PROOF. By taking B(3ct) instead of B(t) if necessary, we may assume c in (5.6)

to be 1/3. Now, since B(t)/H(l) > B(t/l)/K for all / > 1, (5.6) implies (4.5) with

bn = B(n), hi = 1/H(l), a = K and Pnj = P. Also, (4.1) to (4.3) follow from the

well-known properties of regularly varying functions (see Example 4.1); to obtain

(4.4) it may be necessary to replace H by a suitable multiple. So, the proof of

Theorem 4.2 applies to give

lim lim sup Pr* {   J2£jfI[F<8B(n)}{X3)/B{n)       > e \ = 0
o—O       n '

I   3=l ? )

for all e > 0, and this is enough to prove Theorem 5.2 in view of Proposition 2.5.    D

5.3. REMARKS. (1) Talagrand's (1986) recent result on necessary conditions

for sample continuity of stable measures allows for the replacement of condition

(iiia) on p and p by

(iiia)' p is the Ly (or equivalently Ap,oo) pseudodistance associated to a Radon

p-stable probability measure on l°°(.F).

But (iiia)' is a stronger condition than (iiia), in contrast with the Gaussian case

(Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 in Andersen et al. (1988)).

(2) Conditions (ii) and (iiib) in the previous theorem can be replaced by the

stronger condition: there exists c < oo such that for all e > 0,

(5.7) sup^pie-1 sup |/-f;|     >B(t)\<c.
«>0        [         [{f,g€9-. P(f,g)<e} J J

Since (F ,p) is totally bounded, (5.7) implies that the set functions (5.5) are uni-

formly bounded; moreover (5.7) expresses the fact that the sequence of set func-

tions (5.5) is asymptotically p-equicontinuous, hence the sequence (5.5) is eventually

tight.
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We state next a result for the case p = 1, B(n) = n and randomized empir-

icals (these limitations are imposed only in order to avoid technicalities such as

complicated expressions for tp and/or truncated expectations). It is an immediate

consequence of Theorem 4.2 (see Example 4.1(2)).

5.4. THEOREM. Let F C Fo(S,S?,P), with F(s) < oo for all s E S. As-
sume, for {Xi}^ly i.i.d. S-valued random variables with law P and {si}^y a

Rademacher sequence independent of {Xi}^.^.

(i) The finite dimensional distributions of the sequence

(5.8) jX>,/(A0)/n:/e^

converge in law.

(ii) The sequence of set functions on l°°(F),

{n^*(W«)l[Nl.r>«]}~=i>

is eventually tight for all 6 > 0.

(iii) There are a pseudodistance p on F and a Borel probability measure p on

(F,p) such that

(iiia) lim^_o sup/g^ Jo m+(ln 1/p{Bp(f, e)}) d£ — 0, with supyei5r finite for 6 =
oo, and

(iiib) There exists c > 0 such that for all f eF and e > 0,

sup£P*i     sup     |/-ff| > t \ < C£.
t>o        [geBp(f,e) J

Then, the sequence (5.8) converges in law in l°°(F) to a 1-stable Radon measure.

5.5. REMARK. Remark 5.3 with B(n) = ra obviously applies also in the case

of Theorem 5.4.

5.6. EXAMPLE. A CLT in C(T). Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem

4.5 of Andersen et al. (1988) we obtain the following slight generalization of the

CLT in Marcus and Pisier (1984, Corollary 1.4) (see also Jukneviciene (1986)) as

a corollary of the preceding Theorems 5.2 and 5.4: Let (T,d) be a compact metric

or pseudometric space, and let {X(t),t E T} be a sample continuous process on

(T, d), centered for 1 < p < 2 and symmetric for p = 1. Let Bp(x) and tpp(x) satisfy

conditions (5.1)-(5.3) for 1 < p < 2, and let By(x) = x, <py(x) = ln+ x for p = 1.

Assume, for Xt i.i.d. with F'(Xi) = 3(X),

(i) the finite dimensional distributions of

(5.9) {£*,/£>)}
(«=1 >   71=1

converge in law.

(ii) For all e > 0, r > 0,

limlimsupnPi    sup    \X(t) - X{s)\ > £Bp(u),\[X[\00 > rBp(n)\ = 0.
S-*0   n-,00 [d(s,t)<6 J
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(iii) There exist a continuous pseudodistance p on T and a Borel probability

measure p on (T, d) such that:

(iiia) lim6_o supteT fQ <pp(ln l/p{Bp(t, e)}) de = 0 with suptGT finite for 6 = oo,

and

(iiib) there exists c < oo such that for all e > 0,

sup uP \    sup   \X(t) - X(s)\/e > B(u) \ < c.
u>0 [p{a,t)<e J

Then the sequence (5.9) converges in law in C(T) to the law of a p-stable sample

continuous process.

5.6. REMARK. As a consequence of Theorem 4.3, we can drop conditions

(i) and (ii) and weaken condition (iii) in Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, and still obtain

stochastic boundedness, that is: Let p E (1,2) (resp. p = 1) and let B, H, tp satisfy

(5.1) to (5.3) (resp. B(n) = H(n) = ra and <p(x) = ln+ x), let F C .Si(S,^,P)

(resp. 30(3,3,P)) with F everywhere finite, and let {Xi}?Ly be i.i.d. S-valued

random variables with law P (and {£i}°ly a Rademacher sequence independent

of {Xi}°Sfy in case p = 1). Then, if there exist a pseudodistance p on F and a

probability measure p on (F, p) such that condition (iii) of Theorem 5.2 (resp.

Theorem 5.4) holds with (iiia) weakened to only

sup /     tpi ln ) d£ < 00,

the sequence (5.4) (resp. (5.8)) is stochastically bounded.

Theorems 5.2 and 5.4, together with standard arguments in de Acosta (1981) or

in Kuelbs and Zinn (1979) about the equivalence of the weak and the strong law of

large numbers in Banach spaces, give the following laws of large numbers:

5.7. PROPOSITION. Consider the situation of Theorem 5.2, without condition

(i) and with condition (ii) replaced by

(ii)' tP*{F > B(t)} — 0 as t -» 00.

Then
n

E(/(*i) - Pf)/B(n)       - 0    in pr* .
3 = 1 jT

// (ii)' is replaced by

(ii)" P(B~1(F)) <oo

(or equivalently, by F(Xj)/B(j) —> 0 a.s.), then

n

J2(f(Xj)-Pf)/B(n)      -0    a.s.

j=i r

5.8. PROPOSITION. Let F C JFy(S,<F, P) with F everywhere finite and

supye5r \PfI[\f\>n]\ -• 0 m n -» 00. Assume

(5.10) tP*(F>t) —0    ast^oc
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and condition (iii) from Theorem 5.4.  Then

n

E(/(*0 - Pf)/n      -» 0    in pr* .
i=l 9

If instead of (5.10) we have P*F < oo, then

n

Y,(f(Xi)-Pf)/n      -0    a.s.
i=l 9

(It is easy to check that the condition supyG5r |P//[|y|>„]| —► 0 allows for cen-

tering at expectations.)

5.9. EXAMPLE. A stable CLT in Co- The positive results in the following

proposition are obtained as corollaries to the theorems in this section. Recall that

Co denotes the Banach space of all real sequences that converge to zero, equipped

with the sup norm. If X is a co-valued random variable, we write X E CLT(n1/p),

pE (1,2], if there is a p-stable measure 7 in Co such that

F'\T(Xl-EXl)/n1A-:1

where the X, are i.i.d. copies of X. If 7 = 60 we write X E LLN(ra1/p) and if the se-

quence {|| T,"=y(Xl-EXl)/n1/P\[}%L1 is stochastically bounded, X E BCLT(ra1/p).

With this notation we have

5.10. PROPOSITION. Let X = (cy,.. .,&,-••) be a random vector with in-

finitely many real coordinates. Let p E (1,2) and let p' be the conjugate of p. Set

£n := (Ln)1/?' APi0o(supJ>n \cj\).  We have:

(i) // the sequence {e„} is bounded, then X Eco and X E BCLT(n1'p) (in c0).

(ii) // (cy,...,ck) E CLT(ra1/p) for all fc E N and if lim^oo en = 0, then

XeCLT(ra1/p).

(iii) If limt^oo tvP{\ck\ > t} =0 and limn^oo£n=0, then X E LLN(ra1/p).

Moreover, the CQ-valued random variable Y = {(Lk)~1'p ejtj^Lj, where {£k} is a

Rademacher sequence, does not belong to LLN(ra1/p), andZ = {ck(Lk)~~1fp e^}0^,

where ck —» 00, does not belong to BCLT(ra:/p).

The statements about Y and Z follow directly from Kolmogorov's lower expo-

nential bound (e.g. Stout (1974, p. 262, Theorem 5.2.2(iii))) as in the proof of

Proposition 5.4 in Andersen et al. (1988). Details are omitted. Statement (iii) is a

particular case of (ii) (with 60 as limiting measure), and the proof of (i) is similar

to the proof of (ii), so we will only prove (ii). The proof is based on Theorem

5.2 and the following lemma, which explicitly construct majorizing measures for

some simple ultrametric spaces (this lemma is known; it is only presented here

for the readers' convenience). See Heinkel (1983) for a similar construction. See

also Paulauskas, and Rackauskas (1984) for results similar to (in fact contained in)

Proposition 5.10.

5.11. LEMMA. Let 1 < p < 2 and let p' denote the conjugate of p. Let

N = N U {00}, let {an : n E N} be a sequence of positive numbers and set Ooo = 0.
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Define on N a distance p by

(5.10) p(i, j) =aiV aj,    i, j E N, i ^ ;;        p(i, i) =0,    iE N.

T/ien, j/ an = o((Lra)_1//p ) i/iere are projections 7rg: N —► N, ff € N, and a

probability measure p on U^Li ^N satisfying:

(a) 7Tg /ias /ini'ie ranae and p(j,rrqj) < 2_<?, / G N, ff G N, and

(b) limgo^ooSupj€!=X)g>,02~9(lnl/p{V})1/p' = ° ^M </ze sup,- /ira're /or

ffo = 1. If an = 0((Ln)~1/p ) then there are irq, q E N, and p satisfying (a) and

(b') suPjE9>i2-"(lnl/p{V})1/p' < oo.

PROOF. Only the "little o" statement will be proved (the "big O" part is

analogous). Obviously if (N, p) satisfies (a) and (b), so does (N, p) for any p such

that p < cp,c < oo. Hence we may assume ai = 1, an = en(Ln)_1/p with an J. 0,

£n I 0 and e„ > (Ln)-1. Let

(5.11) rao := 0    and    nq :— ini{j: aj < 2~q}    for q > 1,

and define

(5.12) -Kqj = j    ii j < nq,    irqj — oo    otherwise.

Then obviously irq satisfies (a). Define a probability measure p on N as follows:

(5.13) p{oo} = §,    p{j} - c/n\    for ra,_i <j<nq, qE N,

where c = [2Y^=y(nq-nq-i)ln\]~l • (Note that since e„ > (Ln)~l, J2nq1 < °°-)

Now we check that p satisfies condition (b). The sequence nq is monotonically

increasing to oo and, since e„ [ 0, there exist 6q —> 0 such that

(5.14) ra, = exp{2«p'<5g},        q G N.

If j < ngo then 7rg/ = j for all ff > ffo, and p{j} > p{nqo}. Hence

oo / 1        \ !/p' /   °° \

(5.15) £ 2-«   In -* <     £ 2"«    (| lnc| + 21+«* *w)Vp
9=90 V      P\    qj S / \q = q0 J

= (2(i-9o)P'|lnc| + 2P' + i,59o)i/p'.

If i > rago and if qj, j > 0, is defined by the inequalities nqj_1 < j < nqj, we have

(since V = oo for ff < ff.,, and p{V) = mO'} > p{nqi) for ff > ff,):

oo / 1      \ 1/p'

(5.16) E2"Mln-T—T

= I E 2~* 1 (ln2)1/p' + ( E 2~" I (|lnc| +21+^p'o,j)1/p'
\9=9o y \9==,J /

<2-<JO + 1(ln2)1/p' + (2(1-^)p'|lnc| + 2p'+16gj)1/p'.

(5.15) and (5.16) prove (b).    D

Proof of (ii) from Proposition 5.10. Let (5,^) = (co,3S), P =
3(iy,...,£,n,...) = &(X) and ^ = {fn,n E N: fn(x) = xn for ra < oo,

/oo(x) = 0}.   It is enough to prove that F E CLT(P,ra1/p).    We apply Theo-
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rem 5.2. The finite dimensional distributions satisfy the n1fp-CLT by hypothesis.

Let an = £n/(Ln)1lp , ra G N, and a^ = 0, and define

P(fn, fm) = flnAm      if n # 771,   p(/„, /„) = 0,   71, 771 G N.

Then, by Lemma 5.11, (F,p) satisfies condition (iiia) from Theorem 5.2. To verify

conditions (ii) and (iiib) from Theorem 5.2 with B(n) = n1fp note that, given

e > 0, if an < £ < an-y, then Bp(fk,e) = {fk} if fc < ra and Bp(fk,e) C {/,-},•>„
for fc > ra; therefore,

supiPri    sup    \f(X)-g(X)\>£t1/p\
<>o [p(f,g)<e J

<21+pe-psup«pPrisup|^| > t\ < 21+p
t>0 [j>n

and this gives (ii) and (iiib) by Remark 5.3(2).    □

6. A law of the iterated logarithm. In Andersen et al. (1988) and in Ledoux

and Talagrand (1986) the law of the iterated logarithm of Ledoux (1981) is extended

to a bracketing LIL. Here we extend the following recent result of Ledoux (private

communication): Let (T,d) be a compact metric space, p a d-continuous pseudo-

distance on T, M a real random variable and X(t), t E T, a sample continuous

process such that:

(i) EX2(t) < oo for all t. G T (respectively, the random variables {X2(t): tET}

are uniformly integrable),

(ii) \X(t,u) -X(s,u)\ <M(u)p(s,t) for all uEQ, s,tET,

(iii) p is dominated by the .LVdistance of a sample bounded Gaussian process

(respectively, sample continuous Gaussian process),

(iv) E(M2/L2M) < oo.

Then X satisfies the bounded law of the iterated logarithm (BLIL) (respectively,

the compact law of the iterated logarithm—the CLIL).

A consequence of our result is that the condition on M can be weakened to

suyOt>Q{t2/L2t)P(M >t) < oo.

(As usual, Lx = 1 V lnx and L2 = L o L. We refer to Andersen et al. (1988)

for notation on the LIL for empirical processes, in particular for the meaning of

expressions like F G CLIL(P) and F E BLIL(P).)

The additional ingredient for the proof of the following LIL will be the Ledoux-

Talagrand (1986) LIL for B-valued random variables X, B a separable Banach

space.

6.1. Theorem (Ledoux and Talagrand (1986)). LetX be aB-valued
random variable, B a separable Banach space. Then X E CLIL (resp. X E BLIL)

if and only if the following three conditions hold:

(i) Ef(X) — 0 and the random variables {f2(X): f E B', ||/|| < 1} are uni-

formly integrable (resp. Ef(X) = 0 and Ef2(X) < oo for all f E B').

(n)E(\\X\\*/L2\\X\\)<oo.
(iii) If {Xi} are i.i.d. copies of X and {e^} a Rademacher sequence independent

of {Xi}, then YJi=y £iXi/an -» 0 in pr. (resp. the sequence {[[ £)"=1 £iXi/an\\}^Ly

is stochastically bounded) where an = (nZ^ra)1'2.
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Actually, the proof of this theorem goes through in the nonseparable case if

enough measurability is assumed. So, Theorem 5.1 reduces the LIL to a weak law

of large numbers, which is essentially the type of result we ended up proving in the

previous sections.

6.2. THEOREM. Let F C S?2(S,S?,P) with envelope F everywhere finite,

and such that for all ra G N, the processes

n

f-J2f(Xi),     fEF,
t=i

are separable (for SCy (P)). Assume:

(i) P(F2/L2F) < oo,

and that there exists a Gaussian process G on F with bounded da-uniformly con-

tinuous sample paths (dG(f,g) = E(G(f) — G(g))2) (respectively, G has bounded

sample paths) such that

pq mpP{A!_srfJMM\<0O
iJr   IW-jlAM/.srill

and

(iii) there exists K < oo such that for all f E F, e > 0,

sup-r— Prie-1      sup      \f-g\>t\<K.
t>0 L2t [ g€BdG(f,e) J

Then F E CLIL(P) (respectively, F E BLIL(P)).

PROOF. We will only prove the compact LIL. Since {G(f): f E F} is relatively

compact in ^(5,^", P), the family of functions {(£ ctiG(fi))2: ftEF,Yl |«i| <
1} is uniformly integrable by Dini's lemma. So, by Theorem 6.1, we only need to

show that for all e > 0,

(6.1) limPrj   f>/(*«)K       >e}=0.
I   t=l 9 )

Now, by Talagrand's (1987) theorem on Gaussian processes, if tp(x) = x1!2 then

there is a discrete probability measure p on F supported by {tt,/: q E N, / G F}

such that (4.7) holds with p = do, and therefore (4.9) holds with tp~1(x) = x2.

Define

Cn,,(/) = 2-'(nL2ra)1/2/7,/,

and then rf and Ag/ as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 using this new cnAf. Since

for every q0, #{tt,0/: / G F} < oo and irqof G Sf2(P),

n

^2£i(^q0f)(Xi)/an      -^0   inpr.,
t'=l 9
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hence (6.1) is equivalent to

(6.2) lim  lim sup Pri   Y]ei(f - nqJ)(Xi)/an      >ei=0
90-oo [   £- ^ J

for all £ > 0. To prove (6.2) we use a decomposition oi f - wqof just as in (4.14),

that is

pr{ x>(/-*,o/)(w«» >44
l   t=l 9 >

<Prj   J2et(f -rrqof)I[Tf=qo](Xi)/an      > A y
I   i=l 9 >

+ Prj   jhei(f-irqif)IlTf>qi](Xi)/an      > el
I  t=i ,y       J
{9i-l      n

E     EA«'/[e».,+i/<A,/<C„/](*<)A»» >£|
9=90 + 1 i = l y J

!9i n

9=90 + 1 t=l y J

:=(II) + (III) + (IV) + (V).

The integrability condition (i) implies that

nP{F > Xan} —» 0   as ra —► oo,

for all A —► 0. So, assuming as we may that iqo+yf < 2qo, we have

(6.3) lim sup (II) = lim sup Pr i   Y" AqJI[A   f>Cn       f](Xt)      > £an\
\   i=l 9 )

< limsupraP{2P > 2~2qoan} = 0.
n

As in Theorem 4.2,

(6.4) (III) = 0

if racn,,1+i/ < ea„ or, if n2~91 < £qqi+1f, and since 7,1+i/ > (ffi + 1)1/2, this

holds for Inn > e-2 as long as ffi(ra) > Ln. For (IV), we use the proof of Theorem
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3.1 with hi = l~lf2, tb(x) ~ x and d — 1. We get, as in the estimation of (I) in

Theorem 3.1,

«1-1 ( n 1

(v)< E EPri   sup  EA«//['=»ira>e/Vo1+2a"2~*~1^+i4
9=90 + 1 tETq yU-Tlf^i^ )

91-1 r _

=    7    TPr sup       —-
9=40+1 ter,

E2«A,/
—^— /[2-'/7,+ i/<2«A,//an<i/-„(l(;s<:i) > e/4/390+2 >

1=1      n )

< y^   y>     y>     fenP{2''A,;//an >c/Q1/2}l'

9=90 + 1 t€Tq cb~2<l<n L

(where we let bt := l/l^f. and c := e/ABqo+2)

< V^1    V^      V^      ["enKL2((cnL2n//)1/2)l'

-    ■^    ^—->      •^-' / cnL^njl
9=90 + 1 (6T,ci)-2<,<n L

Now, for L2c > 2 and Z^rc > 2 (which we can assume), we have

L2 I f^hfR^      j < i2(cn) = L(Lc + Ln) < L2c + L2n < (L2c)(L2n).

So, by (4.9) with p~1(x) = x2,

9l-l r j.    .      -,1

(v)< E E   E   ^
9=90 + 1 t€T,c6-2<,<„ L J

<    E    21 (l-^^)_1exp{-C6r2ln(c/Jft:ei2C)}
9=90 + 1 t<5T,  ^ C        /

—> 0    as ffo —► oo.

Finally, to estimate (V) we must find a bound for P(-Kqf - 7rg_i/)2/[Tj>g]. Noting

that dQ(nqf,nq-yf) < 9 • 2"2q, that cn,qf/3 • 2~q < ra, and using hypothesis (ii)

we get

P(V~ W)%,>„ <KdG(«qf,*q-if)L2 (dG{^g_lf))

< 9K2-2qL2n.
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Hence, using Bernstein's inequality as in the evaluation of (V) in Theorem 4.2, we

get

(6.6)
9i f     n "j

(V) ̂  2     E      E Pr \   E£*(V - Trq-lt)I[r<q](Xi)    > £an2-qlqt/Pqo + y \
9=9o + l t£Tq I   i = l J

<9 sr s-    f      -^«^-2n79^)2//?92o+i       }

' 9=t+i k6XP118*2~29a"+ wtr^2-q(lqt)(cn,t)}

as ffo —* oo uniformly in ra.

(6.3) to (6.5) give (6.2) and the result follows.    D

For another approach to the LIL (and the CLT(ra1/2)) for Lipschitz processes

see Heinkel (1987).

7. Some additional examples: BL* norms, weighted empiricals.

(a) BL* norms. For /: R —► R, define

||/||BL:=|l/lloo + suP|/(:r)-/(7,)|/|*-y|,

BL,(R):={/:R^R, ||/||bl < 1},

and for Borel measures Q of bounded variation on R,

IIQIIbl- = sup I j f dQ  : / G BLi (R) J .

It is well known that ||Pn — P||bl- —► 0 a.s. for all probability laws P on (R,&),

and Gine and Zinn (1986) prove that BLX(R) G CLT(P,ra1/2) if and only if

^°1_00[P(ZJ)]1/2 < oo, where Ij = [j — l,j). A natural question to ask is whether

BLi(R) G CLT(P, n1/*'), p G (1,2), under weaker conditions on P. A first observa-

tion is that BLi(R) G CLT(P, n1/p) if and only if

(7.1) n1-1/p||P„-P||BL- -0    a.s.

because of boundedness of the envelope function F of BLi(R). We obtain below

necessary and sufficient conditions for (7.1) to hold. We do not seem to be able

to obtain this result in full from Proposition 5.7, but it gets close to it. As an

illustration, here is how one applies this proposition. To apply Proposition 5.7 for

a given P, it is enough to find a distance p satisfying conditions (iii) from Theorem

5.2 with B(t) = t1^ and F = BLi(R). For clarity of exposition, we will assume

Pj := P(Ij) I and p} — 0 for j < 0, and will only be interested in pj of power type.

Consider, for /, ff G BLi(R+),

p(f, ff) = sup ||/ - g[[j/jT,    with \\h\\j = sup{|ri(x)|: x E Ij},
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where r is a positive number to be determined. Standard computations show that

the metric entropy of BLi(R+) for p is

' £~^T    if r < 1,

lnJV(BLi(R+),/),e)~e-1    Y   j~T ~ I e"1 lne"1    ifr = l,

3<e~1/T [ e-1    if r > 1,

and we want p to satisfy (iiia) in Theorem 5.2, which for metric entropy reduces to

/(lnAr(BLi(R+),/9,e))1/p'de < oo
Jo

(with 1/p + 1/p' = 1). This integral is finite if and only if r > 1/p'.

Condition (iiib) in Theorem 5.2 for P becomes

snptpP{x: sup[|/i(x)|: h E BLi(R+), \\h\\j < £JT for/ < e~1/T] ><} < cep
t>o

for all £ near to 0. The left-hand side is bounded by

SUpiP Y]     Pjl[£jr>t]+      V     Pjl[y>t]     ,
>V        [j<£"'/' J>£-1/r

and this is bounded by epc for all e near to 0 if and only if supt>0 tT' X),->t Pj < °°-

Thus, Proposition 5.7 shows that if pj < l/jr for some r > p, then (7.1) holds.

Now we will obtain general necessary and sufficient conditions for (7.1) to hold;

in particular we will see that if pj — l/jp then P does not satisfy (7.1). Note

that with extra care in the above arguments we would have obtained (7.1) for

Pj = l//p(lnj')r for certain r's, but not much more, and this is not good enough as

we see below.

7.1.   THEOREM.   Letpj = P(Ij), j G Z.  Then

(7.1) ^-^IIPn-PllBL-^O    a.s.

if and only if both

(7.2) n1-1/"       Y       P3^°

U- Pj<l/n}

and

(7.3) n1'2-1^       Yl       P1/2-*0'
{j: Pj>l/n}

PROOF. We decompose f(x), f E BLi(R), as follows,
oo r   rx

f(x) =   Y  W-i,>)l    /     (/'(*) - fU) + fU - 1)) ds

+ (f(j)-f(j-mx-j+i)+f(j-i)

=   E   /     Il'e[j-i,j)]I[j-i,x](.s)tpj(s)ds
3=-ooJJ-1

oo

+  E aMx ~i + 1)/Ne[y-i,i)] + U + * - *)J[«el>j+i))]i
j=—OO
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where /' is the derivative of /, <Pj(s) = f'(s) - (f(j) - f(j -1)) and aj = /(/). Let

T: BL(R) - L°° :=   ©^_«,£§»fj' - U)   ©«~ '°°(Z)
.loo

where

L^(j - l,j) :=1<PE L°°(j - l,j): J*   p(s) ds = ol ,

be defined by Tf = {{<Pj}*jLy, {aj}<^=1} with tpj, aj as above. Then T is obviously

an isomorphism between these two Banach spaces.

By randomization, as usual, we can replace in (7.1) (Pn—P)(f) by J27=i £if(Xi),

Xi i.i.d. with law P. The decomposition (7.4) gives, by duality (note that (L°°)' =

L1 ~ [^(L'U - l,j)/H))®i, l'(Z)),
n

(7.5) £>/(*»
•=1 BLi(R)

-   E  i|^/._   E£i%-i^.)(s)V.€b-U)]+a ds
j=—oo 3        i=l

oo      /    n

+   E   ( Ee'^~^ + 1)7[^eU-i.»l
j=—<x> \ i=l

+  Y £i^ + X _ ̂ )7[^e[i,j+i)l  ) ■
i=i /

So, by the contraction principle,

n oo n

(7.6) E£   E£«/(Xi) ~   E  E' E£'W[>-U)] ,
« = 1 BLi(R)        J"-00 t=l

and by the triangle inequality (applied to the last two summands in (7.5) with a

shift on j for the third),

n oo n

(7.7) E£'/(*')       ~ E E£«Wb--i,;)] •
«=1 BLi(R)       j=-oo   t=l

Now, £| $3"=1 £if[Xi€[j-i,j]\ 1S easv to estimate. For instance, we can use Lemma

3.2 and Corollary 3.4 in Gine and Zinn (1983) to show that this expectation is

bounded from above and from below by fixed linear combinations of the following

three quantities:

(i) 60 := ini[t > 0: raP{/[Xl€/j] > t} < 1/72],

/•OO

(") n        P{I[Xl€lj]>t}dt,

I " 2V/2
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which are respectively equal to

(7.8) I[P]>i/72n),    npjI[Pj<l/72n]    and    (npj)1/2I[Pj>y/72n].

Hence, from (7.6), (7.7) and (7.8) we conclude that conditions (7.2) and (7.3) are

necessary and sufficient for

n

*=1 BL*

By boundedness, Ly convergence is equivalent to convergence in probability for this

sequence, and (as mentioned above), equivalent to convergence in probability of the

sequence {ra1_1/p||Pn - P||bl-}£°=i- By de Acosta (1981, Theorem 3.1) (applied

in the Banach space Li) this sequence converges a.s. if and only if it converges in

probability.    □

7.2. REMARK. (1) The same proof shows that uniform boundedness of the

quantities in (7.1) and (7.2) is equivalent to stochastic boundedness of the sequence

(7.1). In particular this holds if pj = l/|i|p.

(2) If £Pj/P < oo then (7.2) and (7.3) hold; they also hold if Pj = l/\j\"M(\j\)

with M | oo and is slowly varying; but {p3 = l/|i|p} does not satisfy (7.2) and

(7.3).
(3) Consider

LiPl R = I /: R -> R, sup \f(x) - f(y)\/\x - y\ < 1 \ .
[ x^y J

For Lip! R we also have Lipx R G CLT(P,ra1/p) if and only if n1-1>p\[Pn -P||LiPl R

-• 0 in probability, and it is easy to show that this holds if and only if

tpP{[x\ > t) -> 0 as t —► oo. The proof is omitted.

(b) Weighted empiricals. Let P be Lebesgue measure on [0,1] and let w(t), t G

[0,1], be a [/-shaped (weight) function on (0,1), that is, a nonnegative measurable

function that is nonincreasing on (0,7) and nondecreasing on (7,1) for some 0 <

7 < 1/2. Let F = {w(t)I[0,t} '■ t E (0,1/2)}—by symmetry, it is enough to consider

just half the [/-shape. Assume moreover 7 = 1/2. The Cibisov-O'Reilly theorem

states that F E CLT(P, ra1/2) if and only if F is P-pre-Gaussian, which amounts

to a certain integral condition for w. In particular if w't) = o((£lnlnl/£)-1/2) at

zero then, F E CLT(P,ra1/2), but if w't) = 0((tlnlnl/t)-1/2) then F does not

satisfy the CLT. The question is whether for these steeper weights convergence can

be achieved if one divides by larger normings, say between ra1/2 and ra. w(t) is

bounded for every t, so for normings B(n) such that B(n)/n1f2 —> 00 as ra —► 00,

the finite dimensional distributions of {J27=i £iw(t)I[o,t]{Ui)/B(n)}, where Ui are

i.i.d. uniform random variables, tends to zero in probability. So, as for BL*, if

F E CLT(P, B(ra)) the limit is necessarily 0. We will only consider B'n) — n1lp,

p E [1,2). As in the case of BL*, it is possible to obtain results from Proposition

5.7 about what weights w give that the sequence

n

(7.9) sup   Y^WloMUij-V/n1/"
t<i/2 i=1
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converges to zero a.s. But Proposition 5.7 does not imply the complete answer,

which is easy to obtain e.g. either by direct computation using order statistics and

the law of iterated logarithm, or invoking a theorem of Pisier (1984) on Vapnik-

Cervonenkis classes. Pisier's result is as follows: let ? be a class of measurable

subsets of (S,S^), let (J?, || • ||tv) be the set of measures on (S,F') of bounded

total variation, with the total variation norm, and let \\Q\\& = supCeg> |Q(C)|, for

QeJ£. Then the identity map

(7.10) (^,IHItv)-(-^,IIII*)
is of type 2 if and only if §? is Vapnik-Cervonenkis.

7.3. THEOREM. Let w(t), t E (0,1/2), be a nonnegative nondecreasing func-

tion and let {U^ff^y be independent random variables uniformly distributed on [0,1}.

Then, forpE [1,2),

(1) The sequence (7.9) is stochastically bounded if and only i/suptG(0,i/2] £1/,pw(£)

< oo;

(2) The sequence (7.9) converges to zero in probability if and only if

lim t1/pw(t) = 0.
t—o

(3) The sequence (7.9) converges to zero a.s. if and only if

/•1/2

/      (w(t))p dt < oc.
Jo

PROOF. As usual, we can randomize and consider

(7-11) lY£Mt)I[o,t](Ui)\
li=l ) i=l

instead of i52"=yiv(t)(I[o,t](Ui) — *)}n=i since the necessary tail condition for

w(t)(I\o,t](U) — t) already implies boundedness of supt>0t1/p«;(<). Consider the

processes Xi(t) = £lw't)It[o^(Ui), 0 < t < |, X{(t) = 0 for t = 0 and for t E (|, 1],

i = 1,-   Xi(t) has all of its trajectories of bounded variation, and the total

variation norm of Xi(t) is 2w(Ui). So, these random processes define i.i.d. random

measures Vi(oj) of bounded variation on [0,1] that have total variation norm 2w(U).

The map (7.10) with (S,^) = ([0,1\,3§) and ^ = {[0,t]: tE [0,1]} is of type 2. It
is routine to check then that the type 2 inequality allows for the use of the classical

computations for the CLT in the line, the stable case, about dominating truncated

second moments by tails, to obtain:

supt>0 tpP{||Xi||Tv > t} < oo => the sequence (7.11) is stochastically bounded

and

<pP{||Xi||tv > t} —» 0 => the sequence (7.11) converge to zero in pr.

But <pP{||Xi||TV   >  t}  =  tpP{2w(Uy)   > t}  =  tpw~1(t/2) where tiT-fa)  =
sup{i: w(t) > s}.   Thus the direct implications in (1) and (2) are proved.   For

the converse in (1) and (2), note that, using Levy's inequality,

Pl   EX*W       >cn1/p\>plmax\[Xy{t)\\00>cn1/p\

= p{maxu;((7l) >cra1/pl > raW-1(cra1/p)/(l + nW-1(cn1/p)).
y «<n J
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Finally, (3) follows from (2) by de Acosta (1981, Theorem 3.1).
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